Introduction
More honest insights and less expensive than polling
People may lie to pollsters, to their friends and family, and to themselves, but nobody lies to Google.
Looking at millions of searches, we are able to infer consumer and voter intent for a fraction of the cost of
survey public opinion polling.

Purpose of this PowerPoint Deck
This representative analysis demonstrates that Google is an integral step in the consumer or voter pattern
of shopping behavior. Google search is highly indicative of consumer and voter actions.
Contact unumAI for your consumer or voter behavior research needs.

Definition of Correlation
Correlations measure the strength of the relationship between two things. The range of values go from -1 to
+1. Correlation of 1 indicate a perfect relationship. Correlation of 0 indicates no relationship. And correlation
of -1 indicates a perfect, inverse relationship.
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Google internet searches exhibit .95 correlation
with US automobile market

Search interest for
various models of
vehicles sold in US
accurately represents
estimated US market
share by vehicle
manufacturer
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Search exhibits .94 correlation with subscription
streaming service market
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Search exhibits .93 correlation with dialysis service
provider market shares
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Search exhibits .98 correlation with major gaming
console sales in the first weeks after PS5 launch
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Search exhibits 0.87 correlation with US Energy
production economy
Ranking annotations in white text are actual US Energy Production Mix via EIA’s Electricity in the US
Actual 2020 US electricity production mix projected from 2019 results
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Natural Gas, 2020:
Search 36.67%
Actual 38%
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Coal, 2020:
Search 30.20%
Actual 23%
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Nuclear Energy, 2020:
Search 21.37%
Actual 20%
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Renewables, 2020:
Search 11.76%
Actual 17%

1 month prior to 2020 Senate elections, search
exhibits .81 correlation with actual vote share, in
contrast with survey polling at .53
U.S. Senate
unumAI correctly predicted 93% of polls compared to 58% for public, survey polling a month before
election (10 most competitive races)
Our predictions missed vote shares by less than 1% on average per candidate

U.S. House of Representatives
unumAI correctly predicted 58% of polls compared to 23% for public, survey polling a month before election
(20 most competitive races)

In suburban districts, unumAI’s accuracy was 63% comparted to 13% for public, survey polling
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Sources for Actual Market Shares
Where needed, market share percentages are computed by taking the relevant metric as a portion of the
total sum (e.g. patients out of total patients)

Estimated U.S. market share held by selected automotive manufacturers in 2019:
https://www.statista.com/statistics/249375/us-market-share-of-selected-automobile-manufacturers/
Number of subscribers to selected subscription video on demand (SVOD) services in the United States from
2018 to 2025, by provider:
https://www.statista.com/statistics/706267/streaming-service-subscriber/

Leading dialysis providers in the U.S. in 2019, by number of patients:
https://www.statista.com/statistics/807627/largest-dialysis-providers-us-by-number-of-patients/
PS5 vs Xbox Series X|S vs Switch Launch Sales Comparison Through Week 4 – Sales:
https://www.vgchartz.com/article/446771/ps5-vs-xbox-series-xs-vs-switch-launch-sales-comparisonthrough-week-4/

Sources of U.S. electricity generation, 2019:
https://www.eia.gov/energyexplained/electricity/electricity-in-the-us.php
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Google Search Data Research: Testimonies
“It’s important to design the project with the
strengths and limitations of [Google Trends] in
mind. But if you do so carefully and creatively,
and combine these new types of data with other
kinds such as media coverage or even
demographic data, you can get some great
results out of it.”

“The traces of information that billions of
people leave on Google finally reveals the
truth. By analyzing this digital goldmine, we
can now learn what people really think and
what they really do…Google searches prior to
an election can be used to proxy voting
intention in different parts of the United
States.”
Seth Stevens-Davidowitz, PhD
Former Google data scientist
and New York Times writer

Katerina Eva Matsa
Associate Director of Research,
Pew Research Center

“The monitoring of online queries can
provide insight into human behavior, as this
field is significantly and continuously
growing and will be proven more than
valuable in the future for assessing
behavioral changes and providing ground
for research using data that could not have
been accessed otherwise.”
Gabriela Ochoa, PhD
Professor, University of
Stirling Department of Computing
Science and Mathematics
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“[Google Trend’s] ability to reveal
emerging socio-political trends quickly and
reliably has been tested in the area of public
opinion and public mood research. The
incorporation of publicly available search
engine data in social science scholarship
can support the development of new crossdisciplinary research designs.”
Filippo Trevisan, PhD
Professor, American University
School of Communication

Patents Referencing ‘Google Trends’
76 U.S. patents that cite Google Trends (USPTO, 2017)
• Applications: Information and Computer Science, Medicine and Bio
Science, Economy and Business
• unumAI Provisional Patent ID: 1911.100.00US
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Source: Scopus is Elsevier’s abstract and citation database launched in
2004. Scopus covers nearly 36,377 titles from approximately 11,678
publishers.
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Team Members: Management and Board

Lauren Beaver
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Lauren graduated from the University of
Denver where she studied Finance and
Business Analytics. She has experience
working in the financial services industry
as a big data and cloud
developer. Lauren believes that data and
analytics can provide value to any
industry, and loves when a model returns
a clean and elegant solution. She enjoys
spending time on the beach with her
family in Los Angeles.

Website

www.unumai.org
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